Creating Lab and DI Favorites in eCW 11

Lab and DI favorites are very helpful in improving efficiency when entering orders in eCW 11.

To access favorites from either the lab or DI ordering screen, click on the star. Clicking the star again returns the menu to all lab choices (or DI choices).

To create lab favorites, go to EMR → Labs, DI & Procedures → My Labs, DI & Procedure Favorites.

My current lab favorites are shown in the screenshot immediately to the right.

To add a lab favorite, click “Add” to open the lab compendium search function, then look up the name of the lab to be added to your favorites list.
Select the lab and click OK.

To remove an lab from your favorites list, check the box next to the name of the lab and click “Remove”.

The workflow for adding and removing diagnostic image favorites is identical to the lab favorites workflow. Just choose “Diagnostic Imaging” from the dropdown menu to access your DI favorites list, then click “Add” to find a new DI favorite.